The 
For each T £ ■£(!£), there are several weakly closed algebras (with identity) canonically associated with T; namely, 2I_, the algebra generated by the polynomials in T;
?I~, the algebra generated by the analytic functions in T;
(K1> U'T, the commutant of T (i.e., 21' = \S £ £(%): ST = TS\); and U!y, the double commutant (or bi-commutant) of T (i.e., U'/ = {R £ £(1): SR = RS, fot every S £ U^l). were considered only in very special cases ( [3] , [4] ).
The main purpose of this note is to call attention to the lattices ¿Jt and $"
and to point out some facts about them which may be useful in the study of the structure of 5_ and £JT-Definition 1.1. The members of ji. will be called analytically invariant subspaces of T, and those of j!L bi-invariant subspaces of T.
In §2 we shall find a simple characterization of the analytically invariant subspaces of an operator T and we shall give a useful sufficient condition for a subspace to be bi-invariant under T.
Douglas and Pearcy (in [6] ) asked whether $T = j T implies 21 = 21' The In §4 we generalize to Banach spaces the results of Douglas and Pearcy [6] and, in §5, we prove a decomposition theorem for 5t, j"t- Proof. Assume that 511 e 3" and let X £ p(T); then (T -A)5H C 5H, (T -X)~ '5H C 511 and therefore
5R = (T-X)5U = (T-A)-1^1.
It is not hard to conclude that (R -X) is invertible and, moreover, On the other hand (see [6, Lecture VIII]), it is known that ct(T) consists of exactly those complex numbers X £ D = \z: \z\ < l\, such that qiX) = 0 and all those X £ dD, such that qiz) cannot be continued analytically to z = X. Thus, for suitably chosen q, piT) is disconnected, but 21^-= 2IL = 2IT.
The following result provides a way to construct bi-invariant and hyperinvariant subspaces:
Lemma 2.3. Let T £ X-iX), A £ 2I'T and B £ 2I'l, and let ft be an invariant subspace of T. Then the following hold: Let T be a normal operator acting on a Hilbert space X; by a well-known result about von Neumann algebras (see, e.g., [16] ), 2I"T is equal to the weakly closed algebra generated by T and T (the adjoint of T). Therefore §"t is precisely the set of all subspaces which are invariant under T and T ; i.e., 5; = ift: ft reduces TÍ = jft = ker P: P £ 2I1| = jft= closure [P}{] : P e 2I||.
On the other hand, the hyperinvariant subspaces of T are the kernels of the as the multiplication by the function e (z) = z is bounded and normal. Moreover, if eAz) = 1 (a.e. dp), then (T* = M-), (the sign "V" means "the subspace spanned by") and SI _ = SI'l (see [16] ).
Example 2. Let T and K be as above with K = {z: \z\ = l\ and p = linear in the open unit disc, such that f(z) = g(z) (a.e. dp). Therefore, 511 ¿ $"T (M-51Ï t % and we conclude that % 4 $"T\ hence WL 4 SI"T- infill -x2\: x2 £jl2S= infJIICjyj -C2y2¡: C2y2 eJl2l
< infillC^y, -y2)\\ + \\{Cx-C2)y2\\:y2 e*2\.
Observe that infillxj -x ||: x2 ejl2 i = inf{||x, -x ||: x2 e Jl , ||x2|| < 1}.
Ihus, we get influx, -x2\\:x2 £R2\<\\CX\\ infj||y1-y2||:y2 £%2¡ + il/e2)\\Cx ~Cj <(ffc,|fA,)SÖIl,,JS2)+fic, -c2\\/c2. (1/y) max SXP.5R, P .31) < S()ll, 31) < 2y max 8(P %, P.5l).
7=1,2 ' ' 7=1,2 ' ' Definition 5.1. Let X and X be two subspaces of X such that X = X © A (i.e., there exist idempotents P. £ X(cX), /' = 1, 2, such that P . + P = I and X. = P.X; P is called the projection of X onto X. along X ., j = I, 2 shall say that the lattice oL splits w.r.t. X X if, for every lei, we have 5H = (5R n *,) e (5R n *2). Proof, (i) Assume that 21 splits w.r.t. 7, J7, It is clear that %l,l(.2 £ $ and / = /. © /.,, where /. e SI., / = 1, 2; using these facts it follows that P x = 7 © 0, P2 = 0 ®/2 e2I. Let A £ 21 and x £ X; then x = x + x , with x. £ -X. and PjAx = P XA(P x + P2)x = P\Axx + PyAx2 = P.^Xj = APyX (Ax2 £ %2 and therefore P,Ax^ = 0). Hence P., P, £ SI'. (iii) We observed in the proof of (i) that X y X2 £ 5 and P y P2 £ 21 f) 21'.
Let ft £fj and let ft. = ft fl ^.; it is clear that ft. £ i j = 1, 2. By (ii), ft, ft.
£ 5p . and therefore P .ft C ft; hence P .ft C ft., / = 1, 2. Thus we have°^i i i i '
ft, © ft2 C JR C P,}R © P2\ C 5R, © JH2.
We conclude that ft . = P .ft and ft = ft, © ft,. this, observe that, if P. is the projection of X onto X along X then P., P £ 8 fi 35'; hence P,, P\ £ £. Since SI C SI" implies that 21' = 8' = £', it follows that P y P £ £ fi £ , from which the result follows. (ii) // 3H £ 5» and R £ 5f, then R £ $«.. (ii) Let 5ll_£ 5" , 5Î = 5f and_ A £ p(T); by Lemma 6.3, A £ p(f) and therefore i.e., x £ (T -A)(T -p.) 311. We conclude that, if A ^ p, then (T -A)(T-iz)5ll = 5llxn %. (1) 5r is nontrivial for any subnormal operator S.
(2) 5d ÍP given by Example 8) is nontrivial■ So, we can assume that ct(T) = aiS). Moreover, this theorem is not vacuous in the sense that there exists a quasitriangular operator T with the following properties'.
(1) the spectrum of T is connected; 
